3. Phase-purity checks by XRPD for 1.phen.arene compounds with mixed arene prepared from mixed arene solutions.
In all cases, the yellow microcrystalline product was loaded into a 0.7 mm borosilicate capillary. X-ray diffraction data were collected at room temperature at beamline I11, Diamond Light Source, S1,S2 which is equipped with a wide angle (90 °) PSD detector comprising 18 Mythen-2 modules. A pair of scans was conducted, each related by a 0.25 ° detector offset to account for gaps between detector modules.
Five such scan pairs (10 s exposure) were collected, preceded and followed by a 1 s scan to check for beam damage (total exposure 52 s). The resulting patterns were summed to give the final pattern for structural analysis. The powder patterns were indexed using the TOPAS program. S3
Mixed toluene / p-xylene systems
In all cases, inspection of the X-ray powder diffraction patterns indicated the presence of a small amount of the solvent-free crystalline phase 2. This was therefore included along with the major phase in the Pawley refinement. The peaks corresponding to the arene-free phase 2 are indicated by blue tickmarks in all diagrams below, demonstrating their low intensity and therefore likely small relative content. Rietveld refinement was not feasible for these materials. The pattern was compared with calculated X-ray powder patterns for 1.phen.tol, 1.phen.pxyl and 2, already established from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The unit cell parameters of 1.phen.tol and 2 were used as a starting point for Pawley refinement, S4 employing 3081 parameters (7 background, 1 zero error, 9 profile, 8 cell, 3056 reflections). Pawley refinement converged to Rwp = 7.59, Rwp' = 12.22. 
S7
Phase-purity check, 1.phen.tolx.pxyl(1-x) (x = 0.49 average by NMR/GC).
The pattern was compared with calculated X-ray powder patterns for 1.phen.tol, 1.phen.pxyl and 2 already established from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The unit cell parameters of 1-phen-tol and 2 were used as a starting point for Pawley refinement, S4 employing 3082 parameters (7 background, 1 zero error, 9 profile, 8 cell, 3057 reflections). Pawley refinement converged to Rwp = 5.25, Rwp' = 13.89.
[phase "1.phen.tolx.pxyl(1-x)": a = 30.825 ( Phase-purity check, 1.phen.tolx.pxyl(1-x) (x = 0.38 average by NMR/GC).
( = 0.82562(1) Å)
The pattern was compared with calculated X-ray powder patterns for 1.phen.tol, 1.phen.pxyl and 2 already established from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The unit cell parameters of 1-phen-tol and 2 were used as a starting point for Pawley refinement, S4 employing 3088 parameters (7 background, 1 zero error, 9 profile, 8 cell, 3063 reflections). Pawley refinement converged to Rwp = 9.27, Rwp' = 16.08. Phase-purity check, 1.phen.tolx.pxyl(1-x) (x = 0.14 average by NMR/GC).
The pattern was compared with calculated X-ray powder patterns for 1.phen.tol, 1.phen.pxyl and 2 already established from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The unit cell parameters of 1-phen-tol and 2
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were used as a starting point for Pawley refinement, S4 employing 3096 parameters (7 background, 1 zero error, 9 profile, 8 cell, 3071 reflections). Pawley refinement converged to Rwp = 4.46, Rwp' = 8.68.
[phase "1.phen.tolx.pxyl(1-x)": a = 30.7566 (2) 
Mixed toluene & other arenes
In all cases, visual inspection of the X-ray powder diffraction patterns indicated the presence of a small amount of the solvent-free crystalline phase 2. This was therefore included in the Pawley refinement.
The peaks corresponding to the solvent free phase 2 are indicated by blue tickmarks in all diagrams below, demonstrating their low intensity and therefore likely small relative content (see figure S5 ).
Inclusion of other arenes is, however, also indicated in these cases by expansion of the unit cell of the solvent-containing phase 1.phen.tolx.arene(1-x), compared with the room temperature unit cell of 1.phen.tol. However, the resolution of the single-crystal or powder X-ray diffraction data is not sufficient to enable the proportion of xylene to be determined.
Phase-purity check, 1.phen.tolx.oxyl(1-x) (x = 0.79 average by NMR/GC).
The pattern was compared with calculated X-ray powder patterns for 1.phen.tol and 2 already established from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The unit cell parameters of 1-phen-tol and 2 were used as a starting point for Pawley refinement, S4 employing 3073 parameters (7 background, 1 zero error, 9 profile, 8 cell, 3048 reflections). Pawley refinement converged to Rwp = 5.96, Rwp' = 11.54. 
S11
Phase-purity check, 1.phen.tolx.C6H6(1-x) (x = 0.46 average by NMR/GC).
The pattern was compared with calculated X-ray powder patterns for 1.phen.tol and 2 already established from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The unit cell parameters of 1.phen-tol and 2 were used as a starting point for Pawley refinement, S4 employing 3054 parameters (7 background, 1 zero error, 9 profile, 8 cell, 3029 reflections). Pawley refinement converged to Rwp = 12.43, Rwp' = 22.02.
[phase "1.phen.tolx.C6H6(1-x)": a = 30.8065 (6) 
Mixed p-xylene / other arene systems
The peaks corresponding to the solvent free phase 2 are indicated by blue tickmarks in all diagrams below, demonstrating their low intensity and therefore likely small relative content (see Figure S5 ).
Inclusion of other arenes is, however, also indicated in these cases by expansion of the unit cell of the solvent-containing phase 1.phen.tolx.arene(1-x), compared with the room temperature unit cell of 1.phen.pxyl. However, the resolution of the single-crystal or powder X-ray diffraction data is not sufficient to enable the proportion of xylene to be determined.
Phase-purity check, 1.phen.pxylx.oxyl(1-x) (x = 0.90 average by NMR/GC).
( = 0.82562 (1) Å)
The pattern was compared with calculated X-ray powder patterns for 1.phen.pxyl and 2 already established from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The unit cell parameters of 1-phen-pxyl and 2 were used as a starting point for Pawley refinement, S4 employing 3112 parameters (7 background, 1 zero S12 
S13
Phase-purity check, 1.phen.pxylx.C6H6(1-x) (x = 0.62 average by NMR/GC).
The pattern was compared with calculated X-ray powder patterns for 1.phen.pxyl and 2 already established from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The unit cell parameters of 1.phen.pxyl and 2 were used as a starting point for Pawley refinement, S4 employing 3089 parameters (7 background, 1 zero error, 9 profile, 8 cell, 3064 reflections). Pawley refinement converged to Rwp = 9.40, Rwp' = 17.21.
[phase "1.phen.pxylx.C6H6(1-x)": a = 30.8043 (6) 
Mixed benzene / other arene systems
In all cases, visual inspection of the X-ray powder diffraction patterns indicated the presence of a small amount of the solvent-free crystalline phase 2 (though this is appreciably larger component in these benzene-containing systems). This was therefore included in the Pawley refinement. The peaks corresponding to the solvent free phase 2 are indicated by blue tickmarks in all diagrams below, demonstrating their low intensity and therefore likely small relative content (see Figure S5 ).
Inclusion of other arenes is however also indicated in these cases by expansion of the unit cell of the solvent-containing phase 1.phen.C6H6(x)."arene"(1-x), compared with the room temperature unit cell of 1.phen.C6H6. However, the resolution of the single-crystal or powder X-ray diffraction data is not sufficient to enable the proportion of xylene to be determined.
Phase-purity check, 1.phen.C6H6(x).oxyl(1-x) (x = 0.81 average by NMR/GC).
( = 0.826210 (5) Å)
The pattern was compared with calculated X-ray powder patterns for 1.phen.C6H6 and 2 already established from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The unit cell parameters of 1.phen. C6H6 and 2 were S14 used as a starting point for Pawley refinement, S4 employing 6037 parameters (6 background, 1 zero error, 9 profile, 8 cell, 6013 reflections). Pawley refinement converged to Rwp = 5.90, Rwp' = 12.14.
[phase "1.phen.C6H6(x).oxyl(1-x)": a = 30.8326 (2) 
1 H-NMR spectroscopic analysis of mixed arene investigations
The 1 H NMR spectra, acquired as indicated in the Experimental Section, were analysed using Bruker Topspin 3.2. The integrated peak areas for the aromatic and aliphatic proton signals of the arene guests (calibrating the integrals upon the assumption that the aromatic proton signal for phenazine represents exactly 32 protons per formula unit) were compared, scaling for the different number of protons represented by each, to give an overall arene ratio in the cases of mixed arene systems. The proton signals in all following spectra are labelled as shown in Figure S19 .
The ratio of arene guests in mixed systems can thus be determined from appropriately weighted integrals for the two guests. Figure S19 . 1 H-NMR environment labels used for all spectra shown in this section. Deconvolution of the HI and HK singlets enabled the -CH3 integrals to be determined. 
Gas chromatographic analysis of mixed arene investigations
The gas chromatograms, acquired as indicated in the Experimental Section were analysed using Totalchrom v3. The integrated peak areas for the arene guests were directly compared to quantify the relative amounts of each present. Guest retention times were found to be 9.9 min (benzene), 12.7 min (toluene), 15.1 min (p-xylene), 15.2 min (m-xylene -indistinguishable from p-xylene) and 15.7 min (oxylene). DMSO is observable in all chromatograms as a broad peak with retention time from 13 min to 14 min. In all cases a small peak at approximately 14.88 min was observed, with unknown source. This may correspond to impurities in the column. 
Mixed toluene /

S37
Gas chromatograms, 1.phen.tolx.pxyl(1-x) (x = 0.14 average by NMR/GC). 
Selectivity constant calculations
The crystals resulting from pairwise competition experiments were filtered at the pump and allowed to air-dry for precisely five minutes. The crystals were split into two equal portions, and each portion immediately dissolved in d6-DMSO, to prevent further guest loss. Each portion was studied by both 1 H-NMR spectroscopy and GC, giving four measurements for each sample. Furthermore, each NMR spectrum was a source of up to two independent data points by comparing (where relevant or possible) the relative intensities of the signals for the aromatic protons and aliphatic protons separately, thus giving up to six data points for each sample. These data were used to calculate the selectivity coefficients. The reported value is the mean of the set of determinations.
